Populate and use the test data repository for Functional End-2-End tests

Test Data Repository
The Repository of Test Data and patient identifiers for the end-to-end functional testing is available on this Confluence page.

ePrescription

Critical Test Data
The test framework of the eH DSI defines the need for Critical Test Data
The page for the Critical Test Data within eH DSI Operations can be found here: Critical Test Data samples#ePrescriptiondescriptionsample

Extended test data
The eP Wave 1 countries have defined an additional set of test cases to address known issues and challenges in the eP/eD workflow test
Introduction to the extended testing and test cases can be found on the OpenNCP Confluence: ePrescription Test Framework Extension
The list of test cases can also be found there. That page is called "Critical Test Data"

To do:
- Create change proposal for including extended test data in the test framework
  - Move the extended test data from the OpenNCP Community to the eH DSI Operations Test-pages.

Patient Summary
Is there a need for similar extended tests for PS?